
For quality playback of video or music stored in an iPod and iPhone. The 

supplied cable KCA-iP301V enables easy connection to the KIV-700 via a USB 

2.0 Direct connection for full speed data transfer and also doubles as a battery 

charger for your iPod. In addition, KIV-700 can play back Video from USB and 

internal memory. Available formats are MPEG4, WMV, H.264.

KCA-KCA-iP301VP301V

iPod Audio/Video Direct Cable
included with KIV-700

LIKKEE OPEERAAATIONN

The grip control knob is similar to that of an iPod, making operation familiar for 

iPod owners. The high-speed search bar key allows users to scroll up or down 

through music and video fi les.

Grip Control 
Knob

 High Speed 
Search Key

Simply press the SEARCH MODE key and enter the Search Mode allowing you to access a variety of modes. With direct search, simply enter the fi rst 

three letters of the playlist, artist, album, song, podcast, genre or composer and by turning the knob right/left, get a list of songs. It is also possible to 

search using Alphabet Search, Skip Search and Related Search functions. iPod Control by Hand Mode is also available, with this function the user can 

choose to control from the iPod itself rather than from the headunit.

SEAARCCH FUUNCTION

Direct Search Alphabet Search Skip Search Related Search

KIV-700 features iPod Album Art which displays on the colour screen just as you would see it on an iPod screen. Video Playback is also available 

for displaying video fi les stored on your iPod right on its 3-inch TFT display.

3” TTFTT FULLL COLLLOUR DISPPLAAY

Album art display mode (Large) Album art display mode (Small) Full screen video display Source select mode

THE RRIGHTT COOONNECTIOONS
Get plugged into a sound experience
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Digital Media Receiver

KIV-700

USSBB TRRANNNSFEER // 

BUUILT-IN MMMEMMORRYY

With the Built-in Internal Memory for 

KIV-700, graphics and sound data from discs 

and USB Memory can be stored onto the 

device for convenient future usage.

USSB HUBBB REEADDYY

With the KIV-700, not only can iPod and USB memory devices be linked simultaneously, but it also enables iPod Direct Control

through the USB hub connection.

MULTIPLE CONNECTIONSMULTIPLE CONNECTIONS

* Only a maximum of one iPod  
 and 2 USB memory devices  
 can be connected at the same time.

*KCA-iP301V

* USB hub must be purchased separately.

Optional unit KCA-BT300 is required for iPhone connectivity through Bluetooth.

KCA-BT300KCA-BT300

KCA-BT300 is an add-on type
Bluetooth adaptor for KIV-700

BLLUUETOOOTTH INN-CAARR 

ENNTTERTTAIMMMENTT

Convenient storage of favourite radio stations, 

iPod song position, phone numbers, and setup 

functions as preset memory is so easy with this 

handy function. Recalling them is simple with one 

press of the Favourite key.

FAAVOOURRITEE MEMORYY

The Sound Excellence audio enhancement feature brings out all 

of the music masked by road noise and it includes a unique iPod 

EQ function that improves iPod sound quality by deactivating the 

EQ setting, allowing you to select from twenty-two EQ curves 

optimised for iPod playback in any vehicle.

SOOUNND EXXCELLLLENCE DDSP
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The KDC-BT61U and KDC-6051U CD receivers support multiple languages such as English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Russian on your 

basic menus. Furthermore, it supports tag information stored in your iPod or USB devices for all the above languages.

MULTI-LANGGUAGGGE MENU & TAAG

English French German Italian

Simply press the SEARCH MODE key and enter the Search Mode allowing you to access a variety of modes. With direct search, simply enter the fi rst 

three letters of the playlist, artist, album, song, podcast, genre or composer and by turning the knob right/left, get a list of songs. It is also possible to 

search using Alphabet Search, Skip Search and Related Search functions. iPod Control by Hand Mode is also available, with this function the user can 

choose to control from the iPod itself rather than from the headunit.

SEAARCCH FUUNCTION

Direct Search Alphabet Search Skip Search Related Search

LIKKEE OPEERAAATIONN

The grip control knob is similar to that of an iPod, making operation familiar 

for iPod owners. What’s more, the high-speed search bar key allows users to 

scroll up or down through music and video fi les.

Grip Control 
Knob

 High Speed 
Search Key

5 LINEE TEXT DISPLAAY / 3 LINNNE LARGE TEXT DISPLLAY

You can select between fi ve lines of regular-size text or three lines 

of large-size text. Five lines per screen help to make music searching 

much easier and faster, while three lines of text enables easier 

reading of the display.

THHE PERRFECCCT TTOUCH
A sensory adventure yours for the asking
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CD Receiver with iPod Control

Optional unit KCA-BT300 is required for iPhone connectivity through Bluetooth.

VARIAABLEE ILLUUUMINNATIOON

A wide palette of colours are available using Variable Colour illumination and display which allows you to customise your CD Receiver to your taste. 

This function also makes it easier to match the CD Receiver to a vehicle’s interior lighting colour.

Bluetooth/CD Receiver with iPod Control

KDC-BT61U

KDC-6051UKDC-6051U

BLUETOOOTH INN-CAR EEENTERTTAINMEENTT

The KDC-BT61U comes equipped with built-in Bluetooth capability to enable hands-

free cell phone operation so you can keep your hands on the steering wheel where 

they belong and concentrate on the road ahead. When an “SMS” (Short Message 

Service) is received, the senders name and message conveniently appears. In addi-

tion, we have integrated capability to play music fi les stored in A2DP-compatible 

devices to bring a wireless world of seamless entertainment into your car.

KCA-BT300KCA-BT300

KCA-BT300 is an add-on type
Bluetooth adaptor for KDC-6051U

The Sound Excellence audio enhancement feature brings out all of the music masked by road noise and it includes a unique iPod EQ function that im-

proves iPod sound quality by deactivating the EQ setting, allowing you to select from twenty-two EQ curves optimised for iPod playback in any vehicle.

SOUUNND EXCCELLEEENCE DSP
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The KDC-BT51U and KDC-5051U CD Receivers support multiple languages such as English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Russian on your 

basic menus. Furthermore, it supports tag information stored in your iPod or USB devices for all the above languages.

MULTI-LANGGUAGGGE MENU & TAAG 

You can select between three lines of regular-size text or two lines of large-

size text. Three lines per screen help to make music searching much easier 

and faster, while two lines of text enables easier reading of the display.

3 LINEE TEXXT DISPLAAY / 2 LINEEE LARGE TTEXT DISPLAYY

2 SPEEED SSEAARCCHH

When the knob is turned fast while browsing your song list on an iPod, it will automatically switch 

to the Alphabet Search. This feature allows you to search through the music tracks faster than ever.
To make operation fast and friendly, a recent 

history of previously tuned radio stations, phone 

numbers called, songs selected, and/or functions 

used can be quickly accessed by pressing the 

Log Key. Up to 15 logs are cached, which can be 

stored permanently via the Lock function that can 

be called up at any time.

LOOG FFUNNNCTTIOONN

Simply press the SEARCH MODE key and enter the Search Mode allowing you to access a variety of modes. With direct search, simply enter the fi rst 

three letters of the playlist, artist, album, song, podcast, genre or composer and by turning the knob right/left, get a list of songs. It is also possible to 

search using Alphabet Search, Skip Search and Related Search functions. iPod Control by Hand Mode is also available, with this function the user can 

choose to control from the iPod itself rather than from the headunit.
Do not operate iPod while driving.

Direct Search Alphabet Search Skip Search

TAKEE CHAARGEE SYSTEEMS
Mold your music the way you want it

Related Search

English French German Italian

Small Rotation Large Rotation
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The KDC-BT51U CD Receiver comes equipped with built-in Bluetooth 

to enable hands-free cell phone operation so you can keep your hands 

on the steering wheel while driving. When an “SMS” (Short Message 

Service) is received, the senders name and message conveniently appear. 

By pressing and holding the Bluetooth key, you can access other 

bluetooth devices by enabling the “Easy Pairing” function.

Bluetooth/CD Receiver with iPod Control

KDC-BT51U

BLUETOOOTH INN-CAR EEENTERTTAINMEENTT

CD Receiver with iPod Control

KDC-5051U

VARRIAABLE ILLLUMMINATION

A wide palette of colours are available using Variable Colour 

illumination and display which allows you to customise your CD 

Receiver to your taste. This function also makes it easier to match 

the CD Receiver to a vehicle's interior lighting colour.

An AUX terminal can be used for an iPod or other digital audio player connection. The USB can be used to input USB memory, 

attach a USB compatible digital audio player or a 1 wire iPod digital connection. These terminals are on the front of the unit and 

have a sliding cover to avoid dust and ensure more secure connections. They are illuminated for ease of connection at night.

FROONNT USB AND AUX INPPUUT

With the Tuner Preset & Recall Key, the new KDC-BT51U and 

KDC-5051U allow you to simultaneously save and recall up to 30 radio 

channels (max. 18 FM, 6 AM, 6 mixed ch.) saving you precious time.

TUUNNERR PRRRESSETT / 

REECCALLL KKKEY

Outgoing Call from Phone Book

Incoming Call

Optional unit KCA-BT300 is required for iPhone connectivity through Bluetooth.

“Hands Free” and “SMS” capability only. Not compatible with Music Playback.
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BUUILLT-INN DAAB + TTUNNERR

The KDC-DAB41U and KDC-DAB4551U CD Receivers come equipped with built-in DAB Tuner to enable reception of DAB, DAB+ and DMB Audio so you 

can enjoy full digital radio broadcast.

BUUILLT-INN BLLLUETTOOOTHH

By simply pressing and holding the Bluetooth Direct Key next to the control knob, the “Easy Pairing” function makes the pairing and connection of cell phones 

effortless. The KDC-BT41U also collects excellent sound quality when the optional microphone KCA-MC10 is attached to make hands-free calls while driving.

KDC-DAB4551UKDC-DAB4551U*

DAB Tuner/CD Receiver with iPod ControlDAB Tuner/CD Receiver with iPod Control

KDC-DAB41UKDC-DAB41U*

KDC-BT31UKDC-BT31U**

Bluetooth/CD Receiver with USB InterfaceBluetooth/CD Receiver with iPod Control

KDC-BT41U**

NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE DAB RADIO

DDIREECTTT KKEEYY

The main function (Bluetooth, iPod Direct, etc.) on all receivers are 

greatly enhanced with prominent keys for intuitive controlling.  

* excluding KIV-700, KDC-BT61U and KDC-6051U

** “Hands Free” and “SMS” capability only. Not compatible with Music Playback.* Optional unit KCA-BT300 is required for iPhone connectivity through Bluetooth.

DAB

NEW STATE OF THE ART KENWOOD DAB, DAB+ AND DMB 

DECODERS, TO FUTURE PROOF YOUR DIGITAL RADIO WORLD.
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USB + AUX / AUXUSB + AUX / AUX

MIXXEED PRRESETT MEEMORRYY

Registration of radio stations to preset memory were made to each 

band (FM/AM) in previous models. The new entry line can mix preset 

stations from any band.

ILLUMMINATEED FRRRONT AUX

Models with front AUX input, enable easy connection of 

digital audio players. With this unique feature, you can 

enjoy your music recorded on the digital audio player via 

the car audio system. They are illuminated for ease of 

connection at night.

FROONNT USBB ANDDD AUXX INPUUTT

An AUX terminal can be used for an iPod or other digital audio player connection. The USB can be used to input USB memory or attach 

a USB compatible digital audio player. These terminals are on the front of the unit and have a sliding cover to avoid dust and ensure 

more secure connections. They are illuminated for ease of connection at night.

CD Receiver with USB Interface

KDC-4051UR/UGKDC-4051UR/UG

KDC-4051UG

KDC-415URKDC-415UR

KDC-415UR

CD Receiver with AUX Input

KDC-3051GKDC-3051G

KDC-3051G

KDC-315RKDC-315R

KDC-315R

The Alphabet Search function has been upgraded. A user can now 

input the fi rst 3 letters for searching a desired fi le. With this function, 

searching becomes much quicker and easier.

With the Kenwood “Hands On” Mode, the user 

can choose to control from the iPod itself rather 

than from the headunit.
* Do not operate iPod while driving.

KDC-4551UBKDC-4551UB

CD Receiver with iPod Control

KDC-455UWKDC-455UW

DIRECTDIRECT

Music fi les (AAC/WMA/

MP3) can now be played 

off of your SD Card. SDHC 

(SD ver2.0) is supported 

up to 32GB.

SD/CD Receiver with iPod Control

KDC-4751SD

SD PLLAYBAACK

SD
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ORRCHHESTTRATTION IS EAASY
Stay in tune with your music

KENWOOOD MUSSIC EDITOR LIGHT

KENWOOD Music Editor Light allows you to readily create a music fi le database that can be used for compatible car audio systems from the music fi les 

stored in the USB device using a drag-and-drop or copy-and-paste technique. If you create a music fi le database using KENWOOD Music Editor Light, you 

can search for a music fi le by genre/artist/album/song on a compatible car audio system. To download the Kenwood Music Editor Light, please go to  

http://www.kenwood.com/cs/ce/music_editor_light/english/index.html

2 SPEEED SSEAARCCHH

When the knob is turned fast while browsing your song list on an iPod, it will automatically switch 

to the Alphabet Search. This feature allows you to search through the music tracks faster than ever.

LOOGG FUNNCTTION

To make operation fast and friendly, a recent 

history of previously tuned radio stations, phone 

numbers called, songs selected, and/or functions 

used can be quickly accessed by pressing the Log 

Key. Up to 15 logs are cached, which can be stored 

permanently via the Lock function that can be 

called up at any time.

The DPX504U CD receiver supports multiple languages such as English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Russian on your basic menus. Further-

more, it supports tag information stored in your iPod or USB devices for all the above languages.

MULTI-LANGGUAGGGE MENU & TAAG 

English French German Italian

Simply press the SEARCH MODE key and enter the Search Mode allowing you to access a variety of modes. With direct search, simply enter the fi rst 

three letters of the playlist, artist, album, song, podcast, genre or composer and by turning the knob right/left, get a list of songs. It is also possible to 

search using Alphabet Search, Skip Search and Related Search functions. iPod Control by Hand Mode is also available, with this function the user can 

choose to control from the iPod itself rather than from the headunit.
* Do not operate iPod while driving.

Direct Search Alphabet Search Related Search

Small Rotation Large Rotation
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Double-DIN CD Receiver with iPod Control

DPX504U

VARRIAABLE ILLLUMMINATIOON

You can customise your cars interior to precisely match your taste. Variable Colour Illumination can help you enhance your driving experience. It not 

only offers 24-colour presets, but also has the ability to adjust each RGB (Red/Green/Blue) value in 10 steps to create up to 1,000 original colours.

Double-DIN CD Receiver with iPod Control

DPX404U

FROONT USBB ANDDD AUX INPUUT

An AUX terminal can be used for an iPod or other digital audio player connection. The USB can be used to input USB memory, 

attach a USB compatible digital audio player or a 1 wire iPod digital connection. These terminals are on the front of the unit and 

have a sliding cover to avoid dust and ensure more secure connections. They are illuminated for ease of connection at night.

Optional unit KCA-BT300 is required for iPhone connectivity through Bluetooth.
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KDV-5244UKDV-5244U

DVD Receiver with iPod Control

KDC-C719MPKDC-C719MP

10 Disc MP3/CD Changer

KDC-C469KDC-C469

6 Disc CD Changer

RCA Mini-Jack Cable

CA-C3AVCA-C3AV KCA-RC405KCA-RC405

Remote Controller

KCA-BT300KCA-BT300

Wired Bluetooth “Hands Free” Microphone

KCA-MC10KCA-MC10

Bluetooth Interface Unit

iPod Audio/Video Direct Cable used with DNX9280BT

KCA-KCA-iP302P302 KCA-KCA-iP500P500

iPod Audio Interface Kit

KCA-KCA-iP202P202

iPod Audio/Video Direct Cable for Rear USB Model

KCA-KCA-iP200P200

iPod Audio Direct Cable

KCA-KCA-iP102P102

iPod Audio Direct 1 Wire Cable

KCA-KCA-iP22F

iPod Audio/Video Direct Cable for Front USB Model

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

Optional unit KCA-BT300 is required for iPhone connectivity through Bluetooth.
DivX® fi les must be less than 2Mbps for playback on USB.
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